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MIRAMAR FIRE RESCUE

MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE

Serving with pride and professionalism.

"Thank you for helping those
who can not speak or help
themselves."
- Marni Ivy Bellavia

Me

"Thank you for saving lives big
and small"
- Kathy K. Wiggins
Facebook Friends

FOLLOW US ONLINE
Stay up to Date and In the Know

Miramar Fire-Rescue
4,229 Followers
4,147 Likes

https://www.facebook.com/MiramarFD/

Miramar Emergency Management
199 Followers
188 Likes

https://www.facebook.com/miramarfdem/

Miramar Fire-Rescue CAD
3,742 Followers
https://twitter.com/MiramarFD

Miramar Emergency Management
89 Followers
https://twitter.com/Miramar_EM

Miramar Fire-Rescue

https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCbSYzjUqgyy6pzEcbCV7JOg

Miramar Fire-Rescue
681 Followers
https://www.instagram.com/miramarfd/

Miramar Fire-Rescue Cadets
681 Followers
https://www.instagram.com/miramarfirerescuecadets/
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MESSAGE FROM
THE CHIEF
Chief Robert Palmer

To our residents, businesses, organizations and visitors thank you and
welcome!
I take great pride in the fact that I have been a part of the Miramar FireRescue family for over 26 years and I would like to take this opportunity to
share a little bit of that with you in this annual report.
2018 was an exciting year bringing with it the official grand opening of the
new Silver LEED certified Fire Station 107 along with a brand-new ladder truck
and rescue to operate out of that zone. We were able to purchase some
exciting new equipment to help us be more efficient in our rescues and keep
us safer while doing it, with the eDraulic extrication sets and thermal imagers,
along with four new full time Firefighter/Paramedics to operate it all.

I am humbled everyday by the commitment,
pride and professionalism exhibited by the
members of Miramar Fire-Rescue and I am
honored to be part of something so, in my
opinion, unrivaled.
We have a unique opportunity afforded to us
in the work we do to truly change lives and I
believe we accomplish that every day whether
it be responding to an emergency, educating
children on fire safety or handing out meals at
one of our local senior centers.
Thank you for putting your trust in the Miramar
Fire-Rescue Department, it is well placed, we
will handle it with care.

Sincerely,

Robert Palmer,
Chief of Miramar Fire-Rescue
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MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE DEPARTMENT MISSION
To protect, educate and serve with pride and professionalism.
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MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE DEPARTMENT VISION
The vision of the Miramar Fire-Rescue Department is to provide premier service,
meet our community needs and exceed expectations.

Did you know that a fire
department responds to a fire
every 33 seconds across the
United States?
-National Fire Protection
Association
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MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE WHO ARE WE?
WE ARE...a Fire-Rescue Department, established in 1955 as a purely volunteer service that
has grown to be made up of over 160 sworn and unsworn personnel. Spread out in five
stations across the city, utilizing 10 fire trucks, 9 rescues and 28 additional various emergency
vehicles and trailers on any given day to accomplish our goal of keeping our city and the
people living here, working here and visiting here, safe.

WE PROVIDE...fire suppression, emergency medical, fire life safety and emergency
management services to every corner of the city within our 32 square mile response area. A
highly trained staff of Firefighter/Paramedics and administrative professionals make us one
of the premier Fire-Rescue agencies in the state.

WE PROUDLY SERVE.. our residents,
businesses and organizations. With a
population over 140,000 it is not only
our exceptional care and response to
emergencies that makes us one of the
premier Fire-Rescue agencies in the state,
but also through our community outreach
and public education.

WE ARE...your neighbors, your friends
and most importantly the people who will
respond in a time of need.
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WHAT MAKES US GREAT? OUR DIVISIONS
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT...
is responsible for citywide
PREPAREDNESS by establishing and
maintaining the program that helps
prevent, prepare for, respond to, assist
in recovery from and mitigate the
effects of disasters and emergencies as
it relates to natural, technological and
human caused larger scale hazardous
events.
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL
SERVICES...supports and oversees
the delivery of high-quality emergency
medical TREATMENT when
responding to all emergency events.

OPERATIONS...supports and oversees the line personnel to ensure rapid action and
intervention in our RESPONSE to all emergency events, minimizing damages and injury.
FIRE LIFE SAFETY...works towards the PREVENTION of life and property loss through
education, building plan review, fire and life safety code enforcement and fire investigations.

TRAINING...ensures that personnel at all levels have the knowledge, skills and abilities to
safely and effectively respond to any type of emergency event effectively for the best possible
outcome.

LOGISTICS...maintains all supplies, stations and vehicles so
that we are prepared to respond to all emergencies when they
arise.

ADMINISTRATION...assists personnel from the start of their
employment until their retirement in addition to overseeing
recruitment of new talent into the Department, preparing and
monitoring the annual budget, procurement oversight and
records management.

CHAPLAIN SERVICES…serves as a nondenominational
support system, to provide counsel and encouragement, as well
as serve as an honored speaker at various Department events.

ANNUAL REPORT
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WHAT ARE OUR ROLES? ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

Fire-Rescue Chief
Executive Assistant to
the Fire-Rescue Chief

Communications
Technologist

Fire-Rescue Chaplain

Senior Administrative
Manager

Fire Life Safety Fire
Marshal

Department Budget
Coordinator
Fire Department
Coordinator
Administrative
Coordinator

Deputy Fire-Rescue
Chief

Executive Assistant to
the Fire Department
Administrative
Coordinator

Assistant Fire Marshal /
Plans Examiner

Inspector Lieutenant (4)
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Division Chief of
Training

Training Captain (3)

Division Chief of EMS

EMS Captain
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Division Chief of EM

EM Manager

EM Planner (2)

Division Chief of
Logistics

Logistics Firefighter/
Paramedic

Logistics Technician (2)

Administrative
Coordinator

Division Chief of
Operations

Battalion Chief (6)

Administrative
Coordinator

Captain (21)

Driver Engineer (22)

Rescue Lieutenant (18)
Firefighter/Paramedic
(67)
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WHAT TOPICS ARE ON FIRE? EMS TRENDS 2018
OVERDOSES OPIOIDS
The opioid epidemic has been sweeping the nation and Miramar has not been immune to
this hard to ignore trend. Our numbers show an almost 50% drop since last year down from
32 overdoses in 2017 to 18 this year. The threat remains with Broward County and Miami
Dade noting 1,642 and 767 overdoses respectively in 2017 with 2018 still to be published.
The national number of opioid overdoses was a shocking 70,237, more than those who lost
their lives to gun violence or motor-vehicle collisions and has been on the rise steadily every
year for over a decade.
FIREFIGHTER AWARENESS CANCER
The National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health recently undertook two large studies
focused on firefighter cancer and concluded
that firefighters face a 9% increase in cancer
diagnoses and a 14% increase in cancer related
deaths than the rest of the population in the
U.S. The National Fire Protection Agency has
begun publishing recommendations regarding
how to combat this and Miramar Fire-Rescue
takes this very seriously. This past year saw
the introduction of the comprehensive Lifescan
Physical tailored to each individuals health and
wellness. The Department also recognized the
need for additional gear because of the dangerous
contaminents a firefighter can be exposed to and
started that process by purchasing each firefighter
an extra hood. The cancer reduction program was
supplemented with education and training on the
effects of cancer in the fire service.
FIRST RESPONDER MENTAL HEALTH PTSD
The rise in first responder mental health issues has taken the national spotlight and Miramar
Fire-Rescue has proactively begun putting steps in place to deal with this serious matter. The
Department formed the PEER support group, which is not only available to Miramar, but to other
Fire-Rescue Departments who need an avenue to reach out to for support. The Department has
also been through training to understand not only how to recognize the signs of a problem but to
also be a support system for each other from peers to those in a supervisory role.
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MASS CASUALTY EVENTS STOP THE BLEED
Miramar Fire-Rescue, in coordination with our Stop The Bleed Program and through
the receipt of a grant, was able to distribute "Stop the Bleed" kits to our schools and
throughout all of our city buildings. We need to be proactive in our preparation to
address this national crisis of mass casualty events.
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NEW APPROACH TO TEAM CPR CARDIAC ARREST CARE
Miramar Fire-Rescue began training on the new concept of Pit Crew CPR during the biannual
basic life support/advanced life support recertifications process. The concept of Pit Crew
CPR is focusing on the importance of continuous uninterrupted CPR and how to create a
methodical approach to patient care regarding cardiac arrest patients to improve outcomes.
TELEMEDICINE CUTTING EDGE STROKE PROTOCOL
Miramar Fire-Rescue partnered with Memorial Healthcare System and Dr. Mehta in the
crusade to improve stroke care in Broward County and the State of Florida. Introducing
cutting edge telemedicine techniques in the field to Skype with the doctor in order to better
prepare the hospital for an incoming stroke patient and ensure appropriate treatment and
transportation to comprehensive stroke centers. Podcast videos have also been created
and distributed as training materials and multiple seminars have been held to highlight the
importance of advanced stroke care.
A SUBSET OF EMS SWAT MEDICS
Miramar Fire-Rescue assigned a select group of firefighter/paramedics to receive rigorous
training to become SWAT Medics and allow for there to be a SWAT medic scheduled on duty
during each shift. The SWAT medic serves as part of the Miramar Police Departments SWAT
Team and are in place to provide emergency care should an officer or civilian be injured
during SWAT operations or training. The SWAT Medics also receive specialized training
throughout the year. They may, on occasion, be called upon to respond to situations outside
of the city, for example the incident at the Fort Lauderdale/Hollywood International Airport,
11
where their training is able to provide assistance to a neighboring city or county.
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WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU NEED HELP? A 911 RESPONSE

Miramar Fire-Rescue Response Time

WHEN MINUTES MATTER EVERY SECOND COUNTS!
HOW QUICKLY DO WE GET TO YOU? RESPONSE TIMES
TURNOUT: 1 MINUTE 12 SECONDS
AVERAGE RESPONSE: 6 MINUTES 23 SECONDS
AVERAGE MEDICAL RESPONSE: 6 MINUTES 16 SECONDS
AVERAGE FIRE RESPONSE: 6 MINUTES 59 SECONDS
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CALLS BY THE
NUMBERS
2017
12,219
TOTAL CALLS:
4,669
FIRE CALLS:
MEDICAL CALLS: 7,550
138K +
RESIDENTS:
32
SQ MILES:

2018
12,552
2,559
9,993
140K +
32
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2018
BUSIEST MONTH:
JANUARY
BUSIEST DAY IN JANUARY:
10TH

Did you know that our engines
all carry medical equipment like
our rescues and can respond to a
medical emergency too?
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WHERE ARE WE? WHERE ARE YOU? STATIONS AND ZONES
ZONE 19
Boundaries: North: Pembroke Rd. East: State Route 7
South: County Line West: University Dr.
Total Calls: 3,811
Fire Calls: 906
Medical Calls: 2,905

Where do you live? Work? Go to school?
14
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ZONE 70
Boundaries: North: Pembroke Rd. East: University Dr.
South: County Line West: Palm Ave.
Total Calls: 2,966
Fire Calls: 885
Medical Calls: 2,081
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ZONE 107
Boundaries: North: Pembroke Rd.
East: Palm Ave South: County Line
West: Flamingo Rd.
Total Calls: 2,020
Fire Calls: 637
Medical Calls:1,383
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WHERE ARE WE? WHERE ARE YOU? STATIONS AND ZONES
ZONE 100
Boundaries: North: Pembroke Rd. East: SW 160 Ave
South: County Line West: US Highway 27
Total Calls: 1,269
Fire Calls: 367
Medical Calls: 902
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ZONE 84
Boundaries: North: Pembroke Rd. East: Flamingo Rd.
South: County Line West: SW 160 Ave
Total Calls: 1,574
Fire Calls: 504
Medical Calls: 1,070
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ARE YOU PREPARED? WE CAN HELP! EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
During 2018, Miramar Emergency Management conducted our annual community disaster
preparedness workshops and a full scale hurricane exercise including the emergency
operations center and the five field operations centers.

Do you have your plan?
Visit: https://www.ready.gov/make-a-plan
For help in making yours today!

In the aftermath of Hurricane Irma, FEMA
allocated mitigation grants for local governments
to address mitigation of their critical
infrastructure weaknesses. Miramar Emergency
Management assisted in the submission of
approximately $2.4 Million in grant applications
towards the hardening of critical infrastructure
for our city.
Miramar consistently is one of only a select few cities
in Broward County to receive funding through the
Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) Grant to
aid in the continued training and development of our
residents.
The CERT Program educates people about disaster
preparedness for hazards that may impact their area
and trains them in basic disaster response skills, so they
can assist others in their neighborhood or workplace
following an event when professional responders are
not immediately available to help.
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In 2018, we started a new advanced training series for our
CERT members. Six trainings were conducted: NWS Skywarn
Storm Spotter, Stop the Bleed, CPR, Search & Rescue and
Off Road RTV & Radio Communications. CERT members
participated in various trainings and community events
throughout the year including an active shooter drill at the
Hollywood/Fort Laduerdale International Airport.

MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE

T

HOW DO WE GET PREPARED? TRAINING
The Miramar Fire-Rescue Training Division’s mission is to provide the highest
quality of training experience to our firefighters and the community. Our goal
is accomplished through the provisions of classroom education and practical
experience opportunities both in-house and at various training centers.
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Did you know that our new
firefighters complete one year of
probationary training?

1st Place - FDNY EMS
2nd Place - Ecuador EMS
11th Place - FL National OPS
5th Place - Fire Rescue East EMS
2nd Place - Boca EMS
4th Place - Palm Beach State College EMS
2nd Place - First There First Care EMS
4th Place - Clincon EMS
2nd Place - Temple Terrace EMS

The training doesn't stop when the work day ends. For
some of our firefighters/paramedics it is a passion, turned
lifestyle, turned hobby, when they decided to become part
of our competition teams. The competition team members
are working to become better at their jobs, build trust, grow
as a team and compete against other teams from across the
world. The investment is small in comparison to the payout
of knowledge gained in training. Miramar Fire-Rescue is
coming out on top with both an EMS and OPS competition
19
team training, competing and winning regularly.
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WHAT DOES IT ALL TAKE? LOGISTICS
Uniforms?				
Gear?
Tools?
Vehicles?
Stations?
Things we don't think of?

Don't worry, Logistics took care of that!

Did you know that a firefighter has to have
their gear on in two minutes or less?

In 2018, we added a new fire truck (Engine 107) and a new rescue (Rescue 107) to our fleet of
vehicles. Logistics was the driving force behind the project of ensuring those vehicles were
outfitted appropriately to meet the needs of our City, its residents and visitors.
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LET'S TALK MONEY FINANCES AND BUDGETS
In fiscal year 2018, the Fire-Rescue budget totaled $35.2 million dollars.
HOW MUCH? FROM WHERE?
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Budgeted FTEs

HOW MUCH? TO WHAT?

WE WANT YOU TO BE SAFE FIRE LIFE SAFETY
In 2018, the Fire Life Safety Division completed 18,888 inspections! They also reviewed 2,910
sets of plans for projects. When you go to a public facility they have been there first. They
work tirelessly to ensure that life and property is safeguarded in our beautiful city.

Did you know Fire Life Safety
has a question and answer
session every Wednesday?
MORE THAN BUILDINGS CAR SEAT CHECKS
Fire life safety is a broad topic and includes more than
you realize. The City of Miramar Fire Life Safety Bureau
has installed over 100 car seats to the residents of
Miramar and Broward County in conjunction with Safe
Kids Worldwide a non-profit organization.

ANNUAL REPORT
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MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE OUT IN THE COMMUNITY
Miramar Fire-Rescue values the community that we are part of and we believe that giving
back to our community is an integral part of our job.
MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE FIRE SAFETY AND PREVENTION
Our mission is to protect life and property
through proactive public education. The Fire
Life Safety division offers classes and training
to our students and our at-risk population
throughout the year and particularly during
the national Fire Prevention month in October.
This year, over 2,600 children learned about
fire safety from one of our classes.
MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE OPEN HOUSES

MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE EVERGLADES HIGH

Each month we host an open house at
one of our five stations to provide the
community an opportunity to come and
gain a better understanding of what we
do and meet some of the firefighter/
paramedics who work in their community.
We also use our open houses as an
opportunity to provide education on fire
safety topics and spend time doing fun
activities, such as, our fire prevention
month poster contest!

The fire academy
at Everglades High
allows high school
students to grow and
expose themselves
to the fire service
profession before
graduating high
school and achieve
credit at the same
time.
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MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE CANINES FOR COMMUNITY RESILIENCE
In response to the tragic event at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, the
Broward County Humane Society established the Canines for Community Resilience,
which utilizes certified dogs specifically trained to participate in traumatic events.
Miramar Fire-Rescue has partnered with them to assist in the training aspect of
desensitizing the dogs towards loud noises, large equipment and fast movements.
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MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE HONOR GUARD
Miramar Fire-Rescue is proud to have an
honor guard that is filled with varying ranks
of members that take pride in representing
themselves and our department, in events such
as promotions, ceremonies and city held events
throughout the year.

MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE STOP THE BLEED
Miramar Fire-Rescue partnered with the Broward
Health Coalition, Memorial Healthcare Systems and
the Broward School Board to establish the Stop the
Bleed Program, to provide educational classes to
teachers, staff and city employees on how to treat
life threatenting bleeding emergencies.

Did you know our
stations are always
open?
We invite you to
stop in and visit, ask
questions and meet
the crews!
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MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE CADETS
The Miramar Fire-Rescue Cadet Program continues to grow and expose young men and
women to the fire service profession. This program allows them to begin learning their field
before even graduating high school and get a jump on their careers, while teaching them
valuable leadership and teamwork skills along the way.

MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE HONORING OUR VETERANS
We believe it is important to aways remember the impact our veterens have and we strive
to give back. One program that Miramar Fire-Rescue participates in is Honor Flight South
Florida. The goal of this non-profit is for every veteran from World War II, Korea and Vietnam
to be able to visit the memorials in Washington DC that were erected in their honor. We are
humbled to be able to serve as paramedics for the flights supporting the transport for these
men and women who have served our country.
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MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION
The Benevolent Association strives to provide for those disadvantaged and in need
among the fire community and community at large. This year brought participation
in the annual NBC toy drive as one of many examples of the giving of time and
resources towards the betterment of others.
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MIRAMAR FIRE-RESCUE BLOOD PRESSURE CHECKS
Knowledge is power and can be the key to prevention
when it comes to some serious illnesses. For some of
our older residents a blood pressure check may help to
identify a bigger problem. Each Friday, Miramar FireRescue heads to our senior centers to perform blood
pressure checks.

Did you know that over the last year
approximately 688 of Miramar Fire-Rescue's
calls involved individuals seeking care for
cardiac related complaints?
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ONE LAST LOOK AT WHERE WE'VE BEEN 2018 IN PICTURES
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WHERE ARE WE GOING? A LOOK AHEAD AT 2019
Miramar Fire-Rescue has a lot planned for 2019 and we are ready for an exciting year!
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1. With a current Class 2 ISO rating, we plan to aggressively work towards increasing
that to a Class 1.
2. We will continue moving forward with our Fire Officer and Mentoring Programs to ensure
we have succession planning in place as we also welcome 5 new Firefighter/Paramedics!
3. We will be replacing the existing expired/outdated AEDs in all the City building as well as
adding thirteen new locations for AEDs.
4. Our Firefighter Cancer Initiative will remain a priority.
5. The Bunker Gear Replacement Program will be replacing thirty-five expiring sets of gear.
6. The replacement of our current Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).
7. We will replace the existing vehicle exhaust removal system in our station bays with the
SafeAir system that provides constant air monitoring and filtering to safeguard the health
of our first responders.

ONE THING WE ARE ALWAYS DOING? GROWING OUR FAMILY!
Did you notice the four

(fire helmets) as you were reading through the report?

Those helmets represent the four new full time Miramar Firefighter/Paramedics that
became proud members of the Miramar Fire-Rescue family in 2018.
We are always adding something new, Cadets, CERT members or classes to help you
be ready and 2019 will be no different!

What have you always wanted to do?
How will you become involved in 2019, it's never too late!

Think you found the helmets? Follow us on Facebook or Instagram and
tag us, #MiramarFireRescueProud #AnnualReport in your best fire safety
themed picture of you, your kids or your pets to test your skills!
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#MiramarFireRescueProud
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